TEE ROLE OF TEE COMMAND SYSTEM
During War II, I was seated next to a young pilot in a flight
from Philadelphia to Kansas City.

He had been flying a B-29 in the Far

East and told of a mission that included a most peculiar circumstance.

His

assignment was to fly fifty Chinese coolies frqrn one part of China to
another where they were to join a labor corps.
counted onto the plane.

The coolies were carefully

Halfway to their destination, and at 18,000 feet,

this captain of the B-29 decided to go aft and inspect his human cargo.
his amazement, there appeared not to be enough of them.
could account for only thirty-five.

To

On checking he

Fearing he might be the victim of

anoxia, he returned to the cockpit, breathed oxygen, and in a peekhole position
took another appraisal.

It seemed that when no officer was present the coolies

opened a door, two would make a saddle of their hands, sit one of their number
thereon, swing with gusto -- all laughing inclUding the one in the saddle -and toss the hapless one into space!

Fifteen coolies had already experienced

"fl1ght"l
Imagination is all I have to explain this sort of behavior.

It is

almost certain that not one of these coolies would deliberately jump to the
ground from a 20-foot height.

For assuredly they must have observed that even

minor falls did Violence to their bodies.

But these relatively primitive folks

had no knowledge of the law of gravitation.
what their physical experiences revealed.

Their knowledge went little beyond
At 18,000 feet they could not be

aware of what happened to a tossed-out buddy.

He appeared to

f~

through space

like the B-29 they were in, except in a different direction.
To those of us who regard knowledge of gravity as elementary, these
suicidal antics of the coolies have a comic aspect.

Yet, must not some of our

own actions, bent as we are on destruction of a different but much greater
magnitude, appear comical to those who are on a higher level of intelligence
than we?
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·Do we not need to keep in mind that all men are fallible; that all men
err; that all men always will err?

And is it not demonstrable that there are

levels of knowledge and understanding, the levels infinitely extensible, each
level, regardless of how high or advanced, bringing a new order of error into
perception?
shadow~

Error always on the heels of each new advance as if each advance's

Mathematicians of Einstein's ascendency having as much error to discuss

and debate as kids trying to cope with simple fractions!

As a new order of

understanding is perceived so is a new order of error perceived.

We have no valid

reason to think the coolies any more comical than ourselves.
The above point, if rightly weighed, should not make for discouragement.
For the error that accompanies higher virtue is a lesser error than that which
accompanies lesser virtue.

To murder is more a vice than merely to think how

nice it WOuld be if one were ridded of competition.

To steal is more evil than

ta cQvet.The thoughts the saint perceives as evil would be adjudged virtues
by a common criminal.

The notes the operatic star considers as inferior would

be regarded as accomplishments by the musically untutored.

A moron has but minor

consciousness of mistakes; the other folks gain awareness of error as they gain
in understanding.

In short, error comes into perceptiveness as does under-

standing, and not without

purpose~

Now, as error is not truth so is error not to be prized.
sense, hasn't error a role to play?
stone to truth?

Isn't it error we use as the stepping

Man emerges, evolves, goes in the direction of truth, by the

overcomi(5 process.

Overcoming presupposes something to be overcome.

taking of a simple step presupposes something stepped on.
supposes a lower position.
from unGodliness.

Yet, in a

A

mov~ent

Even the

Ascendency pre-

Godward presupposes a direction away

...
- 3 Consider these opposites: evil and virtue, error and truth.
witness mighty opposites similarly at work on every hand?

Do we not

For instance, would

we have any notion of' "up" if' there were not a gravitational f'orce pulling us
down?

Would "light" be in our vocabulary if' there were no darkness?

have the concept of' justice if' there were no injustice?

Would we

Isn't hate the evil

thing that permits us to see love as a virtue? .Where does the passion f'or
security derive except f'rom the prevalence of' insecurity?

And isn't all intell-

igence a.degree of' understanding and wisdom relative to ignorance?
Inquiring f'urther into nature's mysteries, and going as f'ar as science
has probed into the ultimate constitution of' things, we learn that "Every substance is a system of' molecules in motion and every molecule is a system of'
oscillating atoms and every atom is a system of' positive and negative electricity."*

Or, to quote the late physicist, Robert A. Millikan, "All elastic f'orces are due
to the attractions and repulsions of' electrons."**

opposites at the very root

of things!
It would appear that the mainspring of' all creation, of' all variation,
of' all progress, comes about by reason of' this tension of' the opposites, called
sometimes "the law of' polarity".

If' there were no tension - something to over-

come -- there would be no "becoming", no movement toward higher orders.
stacles, I contend, have their
step on, to rise above.

*
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- 4 The roregoing are introductory ideas ror arguing that the command
5,Ystem perrorms an important negative runction.
But rirst, a rew thoughts as to what the command system is.
opposite or the rree market or willing exchange economy.
coerced exchange.

It is the

It is rorced, unwilling,

It rests on the suppression or creative human energy.

It is

the substitution or authoritarianism ror market phenomena.
To commandeer, that's it!

Webster derines "commandeer" clearly:

take arbitrary possession of; to commandeer men or goods."

"to

Illustrations:

The honest rruits of one's labor are commandeered to make up the deficits of
governmental intervention into the light and power field, as in TVA; in the
construction industry, as in government housing; in roreign trade, as in the
Marshall Plan or Point Four.

One's earnings or capital would probably be em-

ployed otherwise if rree choice rather than commandeering prevailed.

Or, to

look at another twist of commandeering as applied to intervention into farming
through acreage allotment plans:

Either a part or the rarmer's acreage is

commandeered into non-production, which is by way or denying the ownership or
said acreage or some or his capital is commandeered in the form or a fine, which
is by way of denying the ownership or said capital.
is control.

The very essence of ownership

The command system belongs to the same kaboodle of nostrums as

socialism, communism, Fabianism, naziism, fascism, the welrare state and so on.
It is merely a more accurately descriptive term than those in common usage.
Compared to the total energy or any society in producing and exchanging,
the command aspect is much less applied than is generally thought.

This system

is probably more manirest in Russia today than anywhere else and perhaps least
manirest in the U.S.A. today than anywhere else.

No society has a complete

command system; no society but what has some or it.

Ir there were no rree

human energy, ir the only energy expended were in response to command, all the
people would perish including the members or the commandeering apparatus.

- 5 The history

o~

progress is the history

The command system never presents a

o~ ~reeing

complete~y

creative energy

command.

black picture nor does the

market economy ever present a completely white picture.
either growing or diminishing.

~rom

The command system is

Its supporters are always gaining or losing

numbers.
Studies reveal that the
in this country.

The

belie~

plat~orm o~

in the command system is on the increase

the Socialist Party

o~ twenty-~ive

years I;l.go

has already been largely adopted by our two major political parties.
parties in competing

~or o~~ice

These two

do not present two opposed ideologies.

each tries to compete in promises

o~

more

o~

Instead,

the command system than the other.

This is why it is accurate to say, "The Republican and Democratic PEj.rties are
competing

~or

power. If

This trend is why we are warranted in thinking

o~

our own

as the command system.
Why should this command system show such a vitality among the American

people?

Here there has been more individual liberty, more practice of willing

exchange, more

~ree

market behaVior, more respect

labor, more limitation

o~

~or

commandeering, more cramping

vention than anywhere else at any time.

the
o~

~ruits o~

another's

governmental inter-

Why here?

If we were discerning enough wouldn't we perceive that everything has a
purpose?

This thought leads me to believe that the command system, showing its

authoritarian head in America, has a purpose, a role to play.
Americans have enjoyed more
have been less inhibited than others.
o~

~reedom

than others.

Their creative energies

From, and as a result of, this releasing

energy there has come an unprecedented material lushness, a galaxy

and services not even dreamed of at the turn
on the rampagel

o~

the present century.

o~

goods

Luxury

- 6 But something has gone seriously wrong.

Freedom is being misinter-

preted.

This material lushness is being construed as the object, as the end

product,

o~ ~reedom.

Materialism has become a god while the very

~reedom

which

brought it about is being heedlessly disregarded.
Specialization, division
exchange - - aspects

o~ ~reedom

people, result in more wealth.
It is to release man
quit

li~e

o~

labor, cooperation and willing, uninhibited

- - result in more goods and services

more

This resulting wealth has a high moral purpose.

the constrictions

~rom

~or

o~ se~-subsistence,

not that he may

but that he may employ his energies in ever and ever higher levels,

that he may evolve, emerge, improve.
But to interpret the purpose
the purpose
enjoyments
associate

o~
o~

o~ ~reedom

to be wealth and to interpret

wealth to be ease, retirement, pomposity, quitting the struggle,
the

~reedom

~lesh,

show-o~~s

with lust.

is to give

~reedom

a base purpose.

It is to

It is to proclaim that God's design has little more

to it than wine, women and song, no more to it than night clubs, mink coats and
vacations.

Making retirement

~rom

one's job compulsory is symptomatic

o~

this

o~

our

misinterpretation.
So the command system begins to grow.
~aults

Considering the nature

it is logical that we should be deprived

prerequisite to man's creative expression.
human destiny.

And man will be

his understanding

o~

~ree.

o~

our

~reedom.

Eventually man must be

However, his

~reedom

o~

contemplation - - about
are regaining their

thousands
~reedom.

~aith

in

~ree

o~

Americans,

~ree;

is a

it is

is conditioned on

o~

Its utter abhorence

all ages, to study,

re~lection,

They are discerning its deeper values.
men.

understanding, are learning to explain.
o~ ~reedom,

~reedom

it and its purpose.

The cozmnand system is creating its own anti-agents.
is stimulating tens

But

'llhey

They are coming to understand and, in
They are seeing that wealth, a by-product

is not for a recess in life's activities but, instead, is for a

;

.. ....
,

- 7 release that they may work harder than ever at those creative ventures peculiar
to their own persons.

They are seeing that £reedom is the gate to new levels

o£ the intellect and o£ the spirit.
The command system is the opposite, the error, the thing to be stepped
on and overcome; it is the tension that will spring man into a more wholesome
concept o£ £reedom.

And this is its role in man's "becoming."

